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III ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

Circuits Theory & Networks
Semester III
Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Vaibhavi A. Sonetha

Digital System Design
Semester III - Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre
Vaishali S. Joshi

Electronic Devices and Circuits-I
Semester III - Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre

Electronic Instrumentation & Control
Semester III - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Dhananjay K. Thickedath
Vaibhavi A. Sonetha
Strictly as per the New Revised Syllabus (Rev - 2016) of Mumbai University w.e.f. academic year 2018-19
(As per Choice Based Credit and Grading System)

V ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

Digital Communication
Semester V - Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre

Discrete Time Signal Processing
Semester V - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Dhananjay K. Theckedath

Electromagnetic Engineering
Semester V Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
S. Gopal

MICROPROCESSORS & PERIPHERALS
Semester V - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Harish G. Narula

Data Compression and Encryption
(Semester V)
J. S. Katre, Pravin Goyal

TV & Video Engineering
(Semester V Electronics and Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre
VII ELECTRONICS & TELECOMMUNICATION ENGINEERING

Microwave Engineering
Semester VII - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Anuja Odhekar

Mobile Communication System
Semester VII - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre Vaishali S. Joshi

Optical Communication
Semester VII - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre Vaishali S. Joshi

Internet Communication Engineering
Department Level Optional Course III
Semester VII - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
J. S. Katre

Neural Networks and Fuzzy Logic
Department Level Optional Course III
Semester VII - Electronics & Telecommunication Engineering
Dipali Koshti Purva Raut